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First paragraph = Start by copying this statement and using it as the only sentence of the first paragraph:  

I am choosing a new saint name as my Confirmation name. 

 

Second paragraph = more than 5 sentences 

Very short biography of the saint’s life: when born, where born, ordinary things the person did (how free 

time was spent, career or work the person did on a daily basis) 

Also: How did this person make the ordinary holy? (THINK: if the person worked, how did work become 

a vocation? If the person did not work: how did everyday tasks and relationships display Christian love?)  

Add any other details that you find interesting and inspiring 

 

Third paragraph = more than 5 sentences – this will be your longest paragraph 

Why did you chose this new saint? How or when did you know this just had to be your patron saint?  

What connection do you have with this particular saint? Why does this saint appeal to you? (THINK: Do 

you share a common challenge with this person – for example, a disease or disability, or a personality 

weakness like anger or greed that you want to change? What can you learn from this person to help you 

overcome the weakness and temptation?) 

How does this new name symbolize a new beginning in your faith life? Without exposing your innermost 

processing and experiences, without feeling embarrassed or ashamed, share one or two examples of 

how you have not been particularly strong in your faith and how you expect this saint and your new 

relationship to help you overcome your failures or lackings. What characteristics from this saint do you 

want to apply to your life? What life lessons have you learned from this saint? 

What will this renewed commitment to the Catholic faith look like for you? (THINK: Will your daily 

prayer life look different? How? Will your attitude toward serving others change? How?) Tell some ways 

that we and your family and friends will see that you are now a new person. How will this saint help you 

develop a stronger, closer relationship with God that will be more real, loving, and trusting? 

 

No fourth or fifth paragraph is necessary. No concluding paragraph is necessary. 

 

Sources 

(All you need to do for this report is copy and paste the website address; you do not have to write your 

sources in MLA or APA or any other format.) 


